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Hi Stephanie,
Dream big. That’s what everyone says, right?
But what if every one of your big dreams will take a while to achieve? This is where we can start
to dream small as well.
As amazing as big goals are, sometimes the smaller goals can be attained quicker. Having a mix
of small and big goals can help you stay focused on your dreams and make them come true.
These can be personal dreams or career-related dreams. No matter the dream size, don’t stop
dreaming.

☁️

Join us in #career-development for a roundtable discussion led by Stacy Justino, featuring
Antonio King, Brittany Ferguson, and Denise Twum as panelists. We will be answering questions
submitted by members of the support community around pursuing a new role or working
towards a promotion. Read more here.

💡

We have an idea and would appreciate your thoughts!
The idea: Create a
badge/certification system to help connect people to good job opportunities.
Jobs that meet the criteria (we’ll work with you all to define this) will get to display the badge.
We’ll highlight these jobs to the community to help companies find great candidates. In the long
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term, we hope this system will raise the visibility and importance CS is as a career path, and set
a bar for companies that want to hire the best in CS. What do you think? Would it work? Do
you have questions or ideas? Share them with us here.
A company in our community asked if we could help them do a research survey. They want
to understand how you feel about working in CS, and it should take ~1 minute to complete.
Please take the survey if you have a minute!
We’ve been exploring different revenue models to sustain SD ever since we had to put in-person
conferences on the shelf. Providing industry research is one potential revenue model.
You’ve probably seen requests for feedback from founders and companies in the community. We
could make it easier all around by connecting people who want to understand the industry
to people in the community who are willing to give feedback and take surveys.
What do you think about this idea? What are your questions and concerns about SD providing an
industry research service? If you’re willing, we set up a short survey (of course ) to gather
the community’s thoughts on the idea here.

😂

See you again next week,
Stephanie

Featured Community Member
Altynay is a Customer Support Team Lead at Wolt, and has been
a member of the community for 2 months.
“It’s a place where I can find like-minded people who inspire to do
more. And share the experience and receive. More than +4000
beautiful people in CS.Community also has a great mentorship
program “Aspire”, where you can either be the mentor or mentee.”
To help the community connect on LinkedIn, we're featuring a
community member's experience with Support Driven. If you'd like
to be featured in future newsletters, add Support Driven to your
LinkedIn Profile.

Unstuck
Over at Geckoboard we’re putting together a
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collection of snappy tips, advice and useful
resources for CS teams who might be looking to
shake things up, or think about things a little
different that we’re calling Unstuck. We know
there’s lots of insights and wisdom that gets lost
in the Slack history of the Support Driven
community and we hope this can be a valuable
resource to retain some of that wisdom outside of
Slack.
Please check out our work in progress ->
https://www.geckoboard.com/bestpractice/unstuck-customer-service-playbook/ and
let us know what works well or not so well
with it -> https://bit.ly/3oLZWF6
SPONSOR

Community Conversations

@Lilith in #customer-experience:
"Hello hello! We want to introduce professional services in our company.
We have been low key doing them already but now we want to make
it more standardized and clearer. There are quite a few questions we
are asking ourselves and maybe you have a cool answer

😉

• is it better to go for a service than a one time package (for tech supporty
things like API support and integrations?)
• What would a good hourly rate be in the EU? At the moment we are
asking 85€ for our services and I am thinking it might be a bit too low. But
we also don't want to oversell and prevent customers for going for it.
• My boss wants to prevent us from becoming a service company. Do you
feel that could be a real thing? Did you see a tremendous increase in
services requested, while you are primarily a software company?
• Are there tips you have for me that I should take into account?
I appreciate all and any answers. I am also available via DM or to hop on
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=b5909093cf&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1702288620514450543&simpl=msg-f%3A1702288620514450543
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a call anytime.”
@Carlo in #customer-success:
"Hey all
I'm fairly new to Customer Success and try to learn how

👋

experts get the most out of customer call recordings.

📹

Particularly looking to learn about:
• How are recordings used for internal training & feedback?
• How are recordings used for internal knowledge sharing?
• How are recordings used for client onboarding?"
@Lucy in #leadership:
"Hey Everyone!! I am wondering if anyone has a job description
they'd be willing to share for a technical support or support
engineer ? We are considering opening this role and hoping to have a
description to reference as we've never hired in this space before."
@katierosedawson in #leadership:
"Would anyone be opening to sharing their Support Engineer salary
ranges? Hiring my first, and unclear where it all lands. Happy to DM if
that's preferred! Thanks in advance."
@JennyZ in #u-hubspot:
"Hello hello! I have the very fun task of starting a CS team from scratch
and want to get all the tools right from the get-go. I've had great
experience with Intercom for chat and Zendesk for tickets. However, I'd
love to know people's thoughts on Hubspot for customer support in
particular, as it would be great to have everything under one roof with the
marketing and sales team. I've never used their tools for support. Is
anyone using it for this purpose and would like to share their
thoughts?"
@andreabadgley in #outsourcing:
" Hi everyone! We currently work with freelancers to offer multilingual
support to our customers. I’m curious how others provide multilingual
support. Do you outsource it? Use a translation service? Not offer

👋
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multilingual support?"
@camilleacey in #leadership:
"Quarter over quarter I struggle to define OKRs that connect with the
whole support team. What are some good OKRs or goals or MBOs or
whatever that have actually helped focus your teams?"
@Karissa in #leadership:
"Hey all! I was curious if anyone had any favorite interview questions
they asked when hiring for a Customer Education/Customer
Experience position. We are starting to get ready to recruit for a Senior
Customer Education Manager and interested in getting some pointers for
interview question “must-haves”.
Events
Career Development Community Round Table | Fri, Jun 18
Outsourcing Effectively in Customer Support, Community Round Table | Thu, Jun
24
Growing with Speed and Quality in 2021 | Tue, Jun 29

Bulletin Board

@awurama
Hi y’all! I’m helping TestBox work with our SD community and we need
some help from all you lovely folks!
TestBox is a startup that’s building a platform where users can test drive
their software options before they buy - they’re currently looking for users
who are familiar with CS (and ideally have been through the softwarebuying process before) to help with user testing. Details are below:
• Time needed: 45 minutes during the week of June 7th or June 14th
• Format: 1 on 1 session with our design team
• As a token of appreciation for your time, we’re offering a $75 giftcard or
equivalent donation to charity of your choice
• If interested, please reach out to @Isabella Chiu
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Freshworks
Freshworks analyzed 107 million support interactions and they found that
speed is the most important factor to improve customer satisfaction. In
their #CutTheWait playbook you’ll find 5 steps to speedy customer
service plus, key data about why customer service should be a focal point
in your growth strategy. Download it here
@Meredith Metsker
Super proud and excited to share this week's episode of Beyond the
Queue! :studio_microphone: Featuring @md, VP of Customer Support at
Illuminate Education. See here
@Ben
I’m often surprised how the highest leverage changes you can make
within an organization are also the easiest.
For example, just by increasing the flow of information to the right people
and places, you can fundamentally change how people view a system.
This week in the newsletter, we take a look at how widely sharing positive
CSAT survey responses can change how people within the company
think about customer support. See here
Job Opportunities

Feel free to DM the members who posted about these jobs on Slack.
Ghost Customer Support Representatives, Remote (@justin)
Ekos Customer Implementation Specialist, Charlotte, USA
Platform.sh Cloud Support Engineer, Remote, (@maria)
GoCardless Customer Support Specialist, Remote (@Dimple)
Relevize Head of Customer Success, Remote, USA (@JasonLee)
PURE Insurance Member Services Associate, Remote, US
Outschool Customer Service Representative, Remote
RouteThis Training Manager Remote (@Ann)
See more listings in the #job-board Support Driven Slack channel.

Pic of the week
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From #silly
Enter Johnathan's Memery
- all ye who dare -.

here

Do you think this newsletter could be helpful to a friend or co-worker?
Forward it via email to them and share a one liner on why you think it could be helpful to
them.

13727 SW 152nd St PMB 24001
Miami
FL
33177
United States of America
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